Committee Chair Survey see it on your QA site

We’re moving right along on the committee chair survey project. Committee chair **survey responses can now be saved and submitted** once they are complete. This takes us one step closer to launching the survey to committee chairs, allowing the UC to obtain data that will assist in future recruitment practices.

Waivers

Waiver now **lock when approved or declined** to make sure that the waiver that the central offices see when hiring the candidate is the same waiver that was approved. This will also increase the integrity of year-end reports.

The waiver expiration email text used to be somewhat misleading, as it would state that a waiver was about to expire... in six months. We **changed the waiver expiration email text** so that it only notes when the waiver will expire. Hopefully recipients will no longer feel a false sense of urgency.
Recruitments

We are continuing our efforts to merge the “manage applicant” pages into the “review applicant” page. Now you will be able to manage reference letters from the review page. Analysts can request, upload, and remove reference letters. Additionally, both analysts and reviewers will be able to view and download letters.

Documentation
We've made updates to the online help documentation of Exemptions to cover a few features that were missing.

Bugs ‘n Stuff
- The waiver candidate current appointment date picker was not previously working; users had to type a date into the empty field. Users can now select a date from the tiny calendar popup.
- The search feature on the exemptions page was previously broken if there was more than one page of exemptions. The exemptions search is now fixed.